Photodegradable CuS SERS Probes for Intraoperative Residual Tumor Detection, Ablation, and Self-Clearance.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) probes have exhibited great potential in biomedical applications. However, currently reported SERS probes are mainly fabricated by nondegradable Au or Ag nanostructures, which are not favorably cleared from the imaged tissues. This bottleneck hinders their in vivo applications. We herein explore a degradable SERS probe consisting of hollow CuS nanoparticles (NPs) to circumvent the current limitation. We identify, for the first time, the Raman enhancement effects of hollow CuS NPs as a SERS probe for Raman imaging of residual tumor lesions. Uniquely, CuS SERS probes are degradable, which stems from laser-induced photothermal effects of CuS NPs, leading to their disintegration from shell structures into individual crystals, thus facilitating their self-clearance from imaged tissues. This novel CuS SERS probe with photodegradation characteristics opens avenues for applying Raman imaging toward a myriad of biomedical applications.